
The Early Years Sector as the fourth emergency service.
 
We have always known how critical our roles in the earliest years of a child's life and now others are
having no choice but to notice too. Early Years settings are now providing crucial emergency care so
that other key workers can carry out critical work to fight this pandemic.  Not all settings have remained
open, many have had make the heart breaking and difficult decision to close - they are all playing their
part by making this responsible decision to keep other safe, save lives and protect our NHS. However,
many are remaining open and they are navigating challenging and worrying circumstances  by
providing emergency childcare. The pressure and stress of this is extraordinary so how can we take
steps to take care of our mental health and wellbeing during this period of time.  
 
Staying safe, keeping healthy and taking care of your wellbeing whilst working?
 
Has your workplace taken all the necessary steps to safeguard staff and children's health wellbeing? For
example have measures been taken to check all children in attendance need to be there? Even if one
parent has been identified as a key worker, if there is another parent working at home they should stay
at home with that parent. Do all staff really need to be in even if numbers are low? Have you got
additional hygiene procedures in place and are you following all of the Coronavirus (COVID-19) early
years and childcare closures,  guidelines from the government?   It is impossible to practice social
distancing with young children and babies so what measures have you agreed on in your workplace. 
 
Do not underestimate that taking even the smallest of steps will enable you to safeguard your mental
health and wellbeing and this will be crucial in navigating the unknown challenges ahead. Identifying
what your basic care routine is right now is essential. In other words, what do you need to do each day,
to feel at your best, or in these challenging times, as best you can right now?
 
Work Life Balance 
 
Maintaining a work-life balance is how well you separate personal and professional lives - without
allowing one to overlap and impact on the other. At the moment it is incredibly difficult to not let work
negatively impact on your personal life. So, setting some boundaries now will be helpful and important.
It might be easier to work longer hours, take work home to plan and prepare, send, read and reply to
emails at all hours, skip breaks and lunch and offer to take on too much but it will not be good for you
in the long term or enable you to maintain high levels of mental wellbeing. 
 
Daily Plan
 
Many are having to continue working directly with children and families at this time how we can protect
our mental health and take care of our wellbeing whilst continuing to do our jobs and take care of
babies and children. However, our usual routines may have disrupted in some way by COVID-19. We
may need to consider how we are creating a new routine for our days during work and social
distancing.
 
 

Coronavirus - supporting yourself
and your team.   Kate Moxley 

We are all facing the most worrying and challenging time due to the
Coronavirus and the Early Years Sector is under unbearable pressure.
Instinctively we all want to play our part, whilst also wanting to keep
ourselves and our own  families  safe and healthy, how can we do that
whilst still working?
 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures/coronavirus-covid-19-early-years-and-childcare-closures


Assesses employee health and wellbeing
Helps employees with personal problems
Improves trust between teams and individuals
EAPs help employers to provide: Short-term counselling, Referral services, Health and wellbeing
programmes

What am I like when I’m well? 
How do I want to feel as I navigate this pandemic and maintain my wellness?
What do I need to do every day to stay well or keep on track with my goals? 
What do I need to know to protect my physical health right now?

Exercise - running, walking, yoga, gym, bike riding, dancing
Socialising - connecting with friends & family, 
Relaxation - reading, mindfulness, yoga, meditation
Music - singing, listening to music or playing instruments 
Diet - healthy balanced diet, cooking, trying and testing new recipes and baking

Encourage your team to use the support available
 
What workplace support do you already have in place? Do you have an employee assistance program
(EAP)? A lot of settings have one but don’t even know it and they are not always utilised to their full
capacity. An EAP is offered by many employers and is intended to help employees deal with both
personal and work problems that might adversely impact their work performance, health and
wellbeing. It is well worth checking what workplace support you have in place and how you can access
it. Services are private and confidential, and they can offer:
 

 
Creating a Wellness Action Plan 
 
The Wellness Recovery Action Plan® or WRAP®, was developed by Dr Mary Ellen Copeland and is a self-
designed prevention and wellness process that anyone can use to get well, stay well and make their life
the way they want it to be. Originally for people experiencing Mental Health Issues they are now used
extensively by people navigating all kinds of circumstances to support them reach their full potential
and support with physical, mental health and life issues   Creating your own wellness action plan maybe
helpful - keep it as simple as possible. We do not need the pressure of unnecessary paperwork right
now but providing staff with the tools and necessary information on how to complete one themselves
will be a helpful measure in maintaining and protecting wellbeing. The charity Mind have also put
together support and information on creating a Wellness Action Plan there is one for line managers and
employees. 

 
 
Do you know what is in your Wellness Toolbox?
 
Every single ones can and should develop our own tool box of things we do that brings us joy,
happiness and fulfillment our everyday life with things that we can use to lift our mood when we notice
that we need it. It can be a list of things that we do and this helps us with our wellness action plan. 
 

 
 
 

"If your compassion does not include yourself, it is incomplete." 
Jack Kornfield
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https://mentalhealthrecovery.com/
https://www.mind.org.uk/workplace/mental-health-at-work/taking-care-of-your-staff/employer-resources/wellness-action-plan-download/


What new stress am I aware of?
What existing stress may need my attention right now?
What can I do to take care of the things that are worrying me? 
Can I limit the amount of time i spend reading or listening to the news, on social media, talking
about worrying this - talking things up
What social distancing–friendly ideas can I follow? Connecting in other ways, Face-timing, writing
emails and letters?
 

ONE WAY TO KEEP ACTIVE – Do what you can, enjoy what you do, move your mood. 
ONE WAY I CAN CONNECT  WITH OTHERS – Talk & listen, be there and feel connected. R
ONE WAY TO  TAKE  NOTICE / BE MINDFUL – remember the simple things that give you joy. 
ONE WAY I CAN GIVE TO OTHERS TO – your time, your words, your presence. 
ONE WAY TO KEEP LEARNING  - embrace new experiences, see opportunities and surprise yourself. 

Address your stress
 
It might seem silly to think about addressing your stress right now but knowing what existing and new
stress is bothering us will enable us to prepare helpful coping strategies and enable us to respond
effectively  when they arise. 
 
As an example, for many of us, our stress is the worry about the health and wellbeing of our loved
ones,  how can you address this stress? 
 

Visit MHFA England for more tools and information on how to address your stress. 
 
The fastest easiest and most simplest way to control of what is going on right now is to priotrise your
health and wellbeing. We are hearing the  message loud and very clearly: there is nothing more
important than our health. This will put you in the very best position to begin to take care of others
and to face the challenges that lie ahead. Do what you can, when you can for who you can but don’t
forget about yourself. Each one of us is facing our own unique and individual challenging
circumstances at this time. We will all feel, respond and act differently to one another and that is okay.
Don’t expect you from other people.
 
Using The Five Ways to Wellbeing from the new Economic Foundation we consider how engaging in
these five things will be good for mental wellbeing. 
 
The power of your thoughts and beliefs 
 
As weird and worrying as the world feel right now, I promise that if you know where to look for them,
you will find many moments within your day will leave you feeling grateful. From something hilarious
or heart-warming things the children in your care said, did or gave to you, a perfect cup of tea, the
feeling of sunshine, to your family, your health and the roof over your head.
 
The Five Ways to Wellbeing 
Using  from the new Economic Foundation we consider how engaging in these five things will be good
for your mental wellbeing
 

 

"Look after yourself - both body and mind, 
look out for each other - be caring and kind." 

Stacie Swift. 
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https://mhfaengland.org/mhfa-centre/resources/

